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Abstract – This article describes the elastomer-based whisker system that has been implemented in the
artificial rat Psikharpax. The corresponding system calls upon two arrays of 33 whiskers each, which mimic
as closely as possible the organization of a rat's vibrissae. The capacity of each whisker to perform texture
discrimination is demonstrated. However, it is suggested that such task - and others like object recognition should be performed in a much more efficient and robust manner should the whole whisker array be called
on.

Introduction
Touch is a very useful sensory modality that is implemented through a wide variety of
mechanoreceptors - ranging from arthropod sensilla to primate skin. Rats, for instance, use their
whiskers, or vibrissae, to finely discriminate textures ([3]; [7]), to recognize objects [1], and even to
precisely determine an aperture width [10]. One can compare rat whiskers to human fingertips in
terms of tactile capacity and this sensory modality is based on a very simple transduction mechanism
when compared to vision for example.
To implement a variety of functions, many robots have been equipped in the past with whiskers that
proved to be cheap, robust and powerful sensors [8]. Brooks [2], for instance, used a simple metal
shaft fixed on a push button as a robust security sensor for a walking robot. Likewise, Russell [13]
used probe whiskers made of a stem glued to a potentiometer to evaluate the contour of an object.
Even wind sensitive sensors made of small springs surrounded by electric contacts allowed a robot to
navigate through a labyrinth [4].
More recently, artificial whisker systems have proven their capability to discriminate textures.
Whisker hairs of real rats, glued to capacitive sensors (electret microphone), have been used ([11]; [5])
to make an accurate vibrissa sensor, exploiting unidimensional dynamic signals only. With an active
whisker array of such sensors mounted on a mobile robot, Fend et al. [5] successfully discriminated
between a set of 11 textures. The corresponding data processing was based on power spectrum
density. Kim and Möller [9] combined piezo and Hall-effect sensors, mounted in orthogonal pairs, to
provide a bidimensional measure of vibrissa deflection that made it possible to discriminate a set of 7
sandpapers. Seth et al. [14] also performed texture discrimination using arrays of Flex sensors that
provided an unidimensional measure of curvature. Here, temporal differences between pairs of
vibrissae were fed into a spiking neuron-based barreloid system. Fox et al. [6] used two active
whiskers with strain gage-based sensors mounted on a mobile robot. They explored different
bioinspired feature extraction methods and the implication of unconstrained whisker-texture contact
on classification performance.
The work reported here is a contribution to the Psikharpax project [12] which aims at designing a
biomimetic artificial rat. None of the above-mentioned sensors and implementations was found to be
suitable for this objective since we wanted to implement two highly integrated whisker arrays, with a
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minimum of 25 vibrissae each, that would mimic the natural rat's whisker pads in terms of
morphology. So miniaturization was an important constraint for the conception of the system. The
whole robot being approximately four times the size of a rat, the whisker pad had to fit an area of
roughly 6*6 cm2 in order to fit the head proportion. Moreover, each sensor had to provide 2D
deflection information with DC component. Flex sensor were inappropriate because they provide
unidimensional curvature information only, and because real whiskers themselves are not sensitive:
only the follicles at their base detect deflections. Likewise, miniature electret microphones have been
tested. Although they are quite small, they provide unidimensional AC measure only, and prove to be
not robust enough due to the need of gluing stems to the diaphragms. Finally, although systems based
on Hall effects and strain gages are very precise and can provide 2D measures, they were dismissed
because of the supposed difficulty to arrange them in large scale arrays.
This article accordingly describes the design of a new artificial whisker system made of elastomer.
This elastomer-based sensor was specially developed to make high density integration of whiskers
possible. The capacity of this system to process significant enough information to discriminate
textures is demonstrated. Finally, the effects of whisker characteristics on signal transduction are
discussed, together with their potential benefits.

Sensor description
In order to fit our constraints we decided to design a totally new kind of tactile sensor. As a real
follicle responds to deformation provoked by vibrissa deflection, we based our system on a material
whose resistance varies when it is deformed. We therefore used a conductive elastomer roughly
mimicking a very simplified artificial skin. A thin sheet (0.5mm) of conductive carbon-charged
silicon elastomer (GETELEC BL 10000) is plated on a larger (5mm) insulating one (Esprit Composite
Silicone RTV181). Figure 1 shows a longitudinal cut of such an elementary sensor unit.
Such conductive elastomer is typically used for electromagnetic shielding, conductive joints, LCD
panels connectors. It has a very low impedance (< 6Ω.cm) producing low noise and requiring low
amplification. Furthermore, it exhibits the interesting characteristic that its conductivity varies when it
is deformed. Finally, this elastomer can be stretched up to 150% but, for our tactile sensor application,
only a very small deformation is needed.
It thus appears that, by plugging a conductive vibrissa between two conductive probes, we can
measure the variation of resistance when the vibrissa is moved. The corresponding sensor is resistive
with low impedance. If we surround the vibrissa with 4 probes adequately disposed, we can measure
the 2-axis deflection. Vibrissae are made of carbon fiber stems (ø 0.5 mm) glued by epoxy resin,
which were chosen for their lightness, but any other material (with a conductive part at the base) can
be used.
The sensor acts as a simple voltage divider, with a resting state value of half the voltage between A
and C. Therefore, in order to measure 2D deflections in a whisker array, we used a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) to sequentially measure the voltages in each -direction, and for
each vibrissa. The measured voltage values may be amplified (but a gain of 1 is sufficient in practice)
and digitally converted (Figure 2).
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Fig. 1. Transversal view of a single sensor unit with its equivalent circuit. Left: initial position. Right: vibrissa
bending. A and C are small immobile conductive probes. B is the measurement point.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the whole system. A FPGA sequentially drives the X and Y measurement of each vibrissa
into a multiplexer. The measured voltage is then fed into an amplifier and converted to 8-bit digital values sent to
a PC by USB interface.

We also tried to mimic the precise organization of a rat's whisker pad, notably its arc/row disposition
(cf. Figure 3) and its whisker lengths (cf. Table 1). Accordingly, Psikharpax's artificial whisker system
is made of two arrays of 33 vibrissae each, implemented on each side of its nose. The sensory part
consists on a single elastomer-based artificial skin sheet, covering a flexible electronic circuit
containing voltage and measure wires. One of the appreciable properties of this system is that we can
mold it with great freedom as long as we maintain A-B-C equidistant for clean measuring. So the
whole sensor part is shaped as a conic rat nose. The electronic part is composed of a FPGA that
switches the horizontal and vertical measures for each vibrissa, an amplification circuit (here the gain
is fixed to 1), and an analog to digital converter. Data are then transferred to a PC by a custom USB
interface. Each vibrissa is sampled sequentially at 1157Hz and provides 8-bit measures for both
horizontal and vertical deflections.
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Fig. 3. Picture of Psikharpax (top). Arc/row implementation of the sensor array. Black dots are voltage probes
and red dots are whiskers (middle). Comparison of the whisker implementations in a real rat and in Psikharpax
(bottom).

Table 1. Lengths (millimeters) of the vibrissae in the 3 first arcs of a whisker pad, as
measured on a natural rat and on Psikharpax (scale 4)
Vibrissa
α
β
γ
δ
A1
B1
C1
D1
E1
A2
B2
C2
D2
E2
A3
B3
C3
D3
E3

Natural rat
39
29
58
42
47
34
26
35
36
34
24
37
35
38
24
26
28
28
28

Psikharpax
156
116
232
168
188
136
104
140
144
136
96
148
140
152
96
104
112
112
112
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Experimental setup
To demonstrate the capacity of the whisker system just described to discriminate textures, we used a
test bench made of a PVC cylinder on which different textures where glued (cf. Figure 4). A voltagecontrolled DC motor drove the cylinder and a Hall effect sensor with a small magnet allowed to
control the cylinder's speed. Four different textures - i.e., grit 100 sandpaper, grit 60 sandpaper, 7mm
metal square mesh and 2cm cardboard strip - were intentionally chosen to belong to 2 very different
groups of 2 quite similar textures. A set of whiskers was maintained in contact with a given texture
while it turned, and the corresponding induced vibrations were logged and post processed.

Fig. 4. Texture test bench. Texture 1 is P100 sandpaper, texture 2 is P60 sandpaper, texture 3 is 7 mm metal
square mesh and texture 4 is 2 cm cardboard strip (top). 5 vibrissae in contact with the test bench (bottom).

Only the 5 first vibrissae of arc 1 were used, i.e., α, β, γ, δ and E1 (cf. Figure 4). The rotation speed of
the cylinder was maintained constant, allowing the point of contact of a vibrissa with the texture to
move at 0.12 m/s. 100 measures of 3s were logged for each vibrissa on each texture.

Data analysis
Because this experiment didn't exploit any information on whisker orientation, x and y measures were
2 ) in order to consider the absolute deflection only. Data analysis was performed in
normed ( 2
the frequency domain because such approach already proved to be efficient for texture discrimination
[5]. More specifically, considering phase information as negligible, we computed the power spectral
density (PSD) of each measured signal - which describes its power distribution among frequencies according to the Welch average periodogram method [15].
We then performed a principal component analysis (PCA) on the input matrix of dimensions M x N, N
being the number of data and M the number of frequencies: N=100 (measures) x 5 (vibrissae) x 4
(textures); M = 129 (frequencies).
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Fig. 5. Typical results obtained for each texture with vibrissa δ (left). A=texture 1, B=texture 2, C=texture 3,
D=texture 4. Corresponding PSD (right) averaged over 100 measures. E=texture 1, F=texture 2, G=texture 3,
H=texture 4.

Fig. 6. Typical results obtained for each texture with vibrissa γ (left). A=texture 1, B=texture 2, C=texture 3,
D=texture 4. Corresponding PSD (right) averaged over 100 measures. E=texture 1, F=texture 2, G=texture 3,
H=texture 4.

Discussion
It may be deduced from the preceding results that a single whisker may successfully discriminate
some textures. In particular, it has been shown that even the very low amplitude signals generated by
textures 1 and 2 (P100 and P60 sandpapers) can be discriminated using the PSD representation.
However, the disparity of the results thus obtained strongly suggests that the strength and robustness
of the whole system lie in the complementary nature of the information brought by each individual
whisker. It may be noticed, for example, that δ and γ are adjacent whiskers whose orientation angles
with respect to any texture they touch are very similar (this can be seen in Figure 4). In fact, the most
evident difference between δ and γ is their size (cf. Table 1). Such difference in sizes implies a
difference in self-resonant frequencies, which were measured to be 13Hz for δ and 18Hz for γ.
Therefore, one explanation of the observed difference between the PSD of these two vibrissae may be
that this mechanical characteristic produces a kind of filtering of the induced vibrations and somehow
generates different PSD. This filtering behavior may amplify small differences between textures and
using together a wide range of vibrissae sizes might enhance texture discrimination.
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Fig. 7. PCA results projected in the 3 principal dimensions for each of the five vibrissae. Red: Texture
1, Yellow: Texture 2, Blue: Texture 3, Cyan: Texture 4.
Experiments aiming at demonstrating such complementary effects are currently underway.

Conclusion
An elastomer-based whisker system implemented in the artificial rat Psikharpax has been described. It
has been shown that each individual whisker exhibits some capacities for texture discrimination and it
has been suggested that these capacities complement each other, possibly exploiting differences in
induced self resonant frequencies. Future experiment will call upon its whole whisker pad to assess
Psikharpax's capacity to discriminate textures and recognize objects.
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